JACK OHM(7 AND DAVID E. RUSH ABSTRACT. Let J? be a commutative ring with identity, let X be an indeterminate, and let / be an ideal of the polynomial ring /? [X] . Let min / denote the set of elements of I of minimal degree and assume henceforth that min / contains a regular element. Then /?[Xj// is a flat /?-module implies 7 is a finitely generated ideal.
Under the additional hypothesis that R is quasi-local integrally closed, the stronger conclusion that / is principal holds.
(An example shows that the first statement is no longer valid when min / does not contain a regular element.)
Let c(7) denote the content ideal of 7, i.e. c (7) is the ideal of R generated by the coefficients of the elements of /. A corollary to the above theorem asserts The main results of this paper are found in § §2 and 3-Many of the difficulties of these sections already occur when the ring R is an integral domain, and the reader might benefit by first confining his attention to this case.
Additional technical difficulties arise when one proceeds to the case that R is an arbitrary ring and 7 is subject to the restriction that min / contain a regular element. §4 is devoted to a discussion of what happens when one removes this condition on min /. In particular, we make there a conjecture as to the class of rings R with the property that for every ideal / of R[X], if R[X]/I is R-flat, then / is finitely generated. The corresponding question for finitely generated modules is easily answered as follows:
The class of rings R with the property that R[X]/I is a finite flat R-module implies I is finitely generated is exactly the class of rings for which finite flat R-modules are projective (and hence includes domains, quasi-local rings, and noetherian rings).
The final section of the paper discusses briefly the case of a polynomial ring in more than one variable and, in particular, Nagata's work on this question.
0. Notation and terminology. Ring will always mean commutative ring with identity, and domain will mean a ring without zero-divisors. A non-zero-divisor of a ring will be called a regular element. Ring homomorphisms will always be assumed to map the identity into the identity.
R denotes a ring, X a single indeterminate, and / an ideal of the polynomial ring R [X] . When the ring under discussion is a domain, we sometimes emphasize this fact by using D rather than R. R, m is used to signify that R is quasi-local with maximal ideal 222. T(R) denotes the total quotient ring of R, and R denotes the integral closure of R (in T(R)). When R = R, we say that R is integrally closed. If R C R ate rings and P is a prime ideal of R, then (R')p denotes the ring (RAS, where S = R\P.
(Here \ denotes set-complement.)
We use ](R) fot the intersection of the maximal ideals of R.
If R and R ate rings and cp: R -> R is a ring homomorphism, then R may be considered an R-algebra with defining homomorphism cp. The following notational conventions allow us to avoid explicit mention of cp and to treat R as if it were an overring of R. For any subsets A of R and A of R , we define A A = ¡2 cp(a,)a'.\ a. £ A, a'. £ A'\; similarly, A' n R is defined to be 0-1U'). R' = R [<f] signifies that the element zf of R generates R as an R-algebra. we write deg,, j = n. When there is no possibility of confusion, we shall omit the subscript X. Similarly, if an = a. = -..=a._. = 0 and a ./ 0 we write subd /= i. (a) For any I £ L and any ideal A of fi, I £ AL «$^ cy(0 c A.
If H is any nonempty subset of L, we define c ..(H) to be the (/-module contained in R and generated by {c (h)\ h £ H\.
If C is a polynomial ring over R (in any number of indeterminates), then C is, in particular, a free R-module with basis consisting of power-products of the indeterminates, and hence C has a (/-content function defined with respect to this basis. This function has the following multiplicative property:
(c) Content formula [No] . For any /, g £ C, c^/g^^g)" = cö(f)c v(g)n + l for all sufficiently large 72.
With one exception, in the proof of 2.17, we only deal with the case that R = (/; so we shall confine our further discussion to this case. It follows from the content formula that an element g £ C is a zero-divisor of C if and only if there exists r / 0 £ R such that r • c (g) = 0. Another immediate consequence of the content formula is that cR(gh) = cR(h) if c (g) = R.
We also need some properties of the content formula under localization. If R is an ß-algebra and L is a free 2?-module with basis {b.\. ., then L = R' ®" L is a free -R'-module with basis il ® è.}.£. [L, p. 418, Proposition 8] .
by notation).
We also need, in the proofs of 1.5, 1.6, and 2.17, the following observation.
Let G be a multiplicative system of the polynomial ring C with the property that g £ G =^-cR(g) = R, and suppose in CQ, f /g x = (h/g 2)(l/g ?), f, h, I £ C, g{ £ G. Then cR(f) = cR(hl); and if cR(h) = R, then cR(f) = cR(l). For, there exist g, g £ G such that gf = g hi, and then the asssertion follows from the content formula.
(The awkwardness here is due to the fact that Cr is not necessarily a free R-module and hence does not have a content function in the sense of our definitions.
One can get around such problems by working in the more general setting of a not necessarily free R-algebra which has a content function satisfying (a), We shall also use the following observations: Let 0 -> K ->L -► /Vl ->0 be an exact sequence of R-modules, and let R be an R-algebra. If M is R-flat, Note that when R is a domain the conclusion of 1.3 is equivalent to the assertion that either K = 0 or c(K) = R. Also, for arbitrary R, since c(K)p = c(Kp), if Kp/0 for every prime P of R, then c(K) = R.
1.5 Theorem. Let C be a polynomial ring over R (in any number of indeterminates), and let I be an ideal of C. If I is locally principal at primes of R [X] and c(l) is locally trivial, then C/l is a flat R-module. The following result together with Corollary 1.3 will provide a converse to Theorem 1.5 in the case that C is a polynomial ring in one variable and / is locally finitely generated at primes of C. The proof of the following theorem will be broken into two parts. The case that R/222 is finite requires Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 and will be given after Lemma 2.10.
2.7 Theorem. Let R, m be a quasi-local ring, and let R be a ring such that fiCfi'C T(R) and R is integrally closed in R'. If I is an ideal of R [X] such that R[Xl/7 is R-torsion-free and c(l) = R, and if c Ag)R' = R' for some g £ min /, then I is principal and is generated by a regular element of min /.
Proof (in the case that R/222 is infinite).
Let / e / be such that c(f) = R. ( is the unique maximal ideal of R(Y). Therefore
Example 2.14(3) will show that 2.9 is no longer valid without the assumption that R is quasi-local. (ii) For every prime ideal P of R, IR p{X] is principal; and c(l) = R.
(iii) R{X]/I is R-flat.
(iv) R{X]/I is R-torsion-free, and c(l) = R.
Then (i) =^ (ii) =^» (iii) => (iv); and if R is integrally closed, then (iv) =£» (i).
Proof, (i) =#► (ii): Trivial.
(ii) =$> (iii): Apply Theorem 1.5. Let R 0 be a noetherian ring of Krull dimension > 3. Then there exists a chain of prime ideals P Q < P x < P 2 < P} of R Q, and by [ZS(a), p. 230, Theorem 21] there exists an ideal A of R. whose associated primes are exactly P. and P,. Letting R = RAA, we get a ring R whose associated primes of (0) are exactly P x = P j/A and P, = P AA. Thus P2 consists of zero-divisors since P 2 C P,; but P ,R-t; contains a regular element of R--, , for otherwise P~R~¿ would be an 2 P 2 & P 2 2 P 2 _ associated prime of (0) The final part of the proof of the main theorem of §2 consists in going from R to R, where R denotes the integral closure of R in its total quotient ring T(R). 
Proof, (i) =£>(ii): Since R[X]/I is R-flat, the sequence 0-> 7 ®R R -♦ R[X] ®R R -+ (R[X]/l) ®R R -> 0 is exact; and hence (R[X]/7) ®R R S R[X]//R[X] (as R-algebras). But (R[Xj//) ®R R is R-flat by [B(a), p. 34, Corollary 2l.
(ii) =£> (iii): Let P' he a prime ideal of R[x], and let P = P' n R. By localizing at P, we may assume R is quasi-local with maximal ideal P. Then We remind the reader that R(a •-., a ) denotes the R-module having generators a • . . , a . When the ring R is understood, we shall also merely use (ctj, ...,a ) for this R-module. The following lemma is well known in the case that R is a domain, since then a suitably chosen valuation ring has the required properties.
(R/P)[X] is a principal ideal domain, so there exists g £ I such that / = gR[X] + (PR[X] n /). Therefore, IR~[X] = g~R[X] + (PR~[X] Cl 1R~[X]). Since R[X]//R[X] is R-flat, PR[X] n /R[X] = PR[X] ■ /R[X] [B(a)
3.3 Lemma. Let R be a ring, let A be a finitely generated ideal of R which contains a regular element, and let P be a prime ideal of R. Then there exists an R-algebra R such that
(ii) there exists a prime ideal P of R such that P O R = P, and (iii) AR = aR for some R -regular element a £ A.
Proof. By induction on the number of elements in a generating set for A which contains a regular element, it suffices to prove the lemma when A = (a, b) with zz regular. By localizing at P, we may assume R is quasi-local with maximal ideal P. Consider the ring R' = R{b/a\ R satisfies (iii) since (a, b)R = czR'. Since P is a maximal ideal of R, (ii) would be satisfied if we had PR ^ R'. Proof. Let / be a regular element of min 7. By Lemma 3.3, there exists an R-algebra R which is R-torsion-free, which has a prime P lying over P, and such that cR(f)R = aR for some R -regular element a £ cR(f). Also, (vii) <^-(iii): Apply Theorem 3.5. Proof (1) Finitely generated flat R-modules are projective.
. , , Locally finitely generated projective R-modules <4-5) (2) ' are finitely generated.
(3) Projective ideals of R are finitely generated.
Rings satisfying (4.5) include noetherian rings, quasi-semi-local rings, and domains; and, in keeping with the terminology of [CP] , we shall call these rings A(0) rings. We can obtain as a corollary to Theorem 4.4 a rather interesting characterization of such rings, but first we need a well-known intermediate char-
acterization.
4.6 Lemma.
The following property of a ring R is equivalent to the properties of (4.5):
(4) Every locally trivial ideal of R is finitely generated.
Proof.
(1) =$» (4): Let A be locally (0) or R p. Then R/A is locally free Nagata [Naj, p. 164, Theorem 3] has shown that if R is a valuation ring, then / is a finitely generated ideal; and it was this theorem that first aroused our interest in the questions treated in this paper. Nagata's proof of this theorem actually gives considerably more information than the theorem states, and we shall devote this section to an analysis and elaboration of his proof.
We begin with a generalization of Nakayama's lemma.
Recall that ](R) denotes the /-radical of R, i.e., the intersection of the maximal ideals of R. 5.3 Theorem. Let F = © F ., i' = 0, 1, 2, • • • , be a graded ring which is a finitely generated algebra over F let M be an ideal of F, and let cp: F -► F/M be the canonical homomorphism. If E AJ(F A is noetherian and 2-_ñ cp(F ■) is a flat F "-module for each k > 0, then M is a finitely generated ideal.
Proof. Let Z be an indeterminate; let Fh = © FhkZk, where F* = £JLfl F .; and let Eh = © EhkZk, where' E* = 2k{ =Q cp(F .). If <pA: Fh -» Eh denotes the
